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New dea·n off to· running start
By George McCormick .

When Dean Geoffrey Peters accepted
his new job at William Mitchell College of
Law. a friend -- another law-school admin istralor -- had a suggestion.
··Keep a diary." said the friend. It
would be · a good record of first impressions and later developments. the
friend-explained . and would be valuable in
learning how to adapt to the position .
Peters . liking the idea, wrote him self a
qote as a reminder to get a diary under
way upon Qis arrival at Mitchell.
Now he "s here -- and not only has he
not had time lo start a diary, but he also
hasn·t had time to find the note .
It was easy to see why during a recent
interview 1n Peters· office. First delayed
by a last-minute conference with other
administrators . the interview was no
sooner under way when it was broken into
by an emergency telephone call, then by a
series of shorter interruptions over minicrises that had to be settled. right away.
and only by the dean
One reason for the hectic pace is that
normal . adminrstrative pressures · are

invariably complicaJed by the start of a
new academic year. Another is that. in
addition to those day-to-day pressures,
Peters arrived to find additional problems.
Parking, is one such problem. Shortly
after Peters' arrival, the long-simmering
controversy between students a"nd nearby
residents flared up again as the St. Paul
City Council prepared to pass an ordinance restricting non-resident parking
around the school
Short- and tong-term solutions to the
prublem had to be found. Peters involved
stud(lnts. faculty members and' administrators in a search for those
solutions
··Everybody's getting a chance to get a
shot at ii. " he said ..
Another problem was trying to juggle
existing staff support to provide personnel
for the college 's new word-processing
c~nter. It's a logistical problem that will
eventually work· itself out. says Peters,
but for the short haul it will involve some
contusion over who provides clerical help
for whom ·' and. probably. some papers
that don't get run off on time.

Through it all. however, Peters has
nonetheless~ found opportunities to form
inpressions of Mitchell students. He
looked for signs of maturity -- of indications that students are willing and
able to take responsibility for their own
education and for the governance of the
college.
· .. My impressions here haye been very
favorable along those lines ," Peters said .
Ttlat view of students, he explained .
will help as he works out a· role for
students in his. evolving administrative
approach. The role will be somewhere
between students as "consumers ." to
whose •needs and demands the college
must simply respond. and students as
" products " ·· " raw material"· who will
be processed by conforming to the
college 's standards and methods.
The former approach is more in line
with today's values, Peters said , and
assures that the college will be more
responsive to students· human needs. But
the latter approach can't be abandoned
completely. he cautioned. if only because
it implies that the college will maintain

standards for legal · education and .tor
entering t he profession -- something, in
his view, it owes to its " larger constituency. ·· the public.
Peters has· also taken time to turn
attention fo alumni affairs. He attended an
alumni breakfast and a reception at the
Minnesoia State Bar Association convention in Rocnester this summer. he
said , and was encouraged to see about
200 delegates and guests at the reception.
· 'There were a lot of people who have
an interest in William Mitchelt, ' ' he noted.
Peters said he hopes to fan that interest
by attending district bar meetings

throughout Minnesota in the coming year - a practice, he explained, that worked
well in Nebraska.
Another who will be attending district
meetings, said Peters, is retired Judge
Ronald Hachey. long a Mitchell professor
and about to become the school's first fulltime director oi"alumni affairs.
Hachey, Peters noted, taught most
Mitchell alumni and. as a judge, is known
and respected by lawyers throughout the
state.
" You couldn 't ask for a person more
perfectly suited to organize your alumni
affairs. " he said .

St. Paul council considers
restrictive parking ordinance
iJy Rich Rvvebon .._
The Public Works Committee of the St.
Paul City Council met on Friday, Sept. 5,
1980. to consider a restric tive parking
orainance for the neighborhoods around
William Mitchell College of Law and the
University of Minnesota. St. Paul Campus.
In addition to committee members Vic
Tlldesco. Ron Maddox and Joanne
Showalter. the meeting w.as attended tiy
CQuncil members William Wilson'and Ruby
Hunt and by staff members of the St. Paul
Public Works Department. Room 707 of
City Hall was filled by a capacity crowd of
interested residents. students. clergy,
deans and business people.
The meeting began about 10 minutes
later than the scheduled 8:30 starting time
despite the lack of a quorum: The first
presentation was a review by the Public
Works" staff of the history pf the problemih
both neighborhoods. including efforts at
negotiation with groups in both areas
wh ich led to the current proposed ordinance. Then. Don Tuite of the Public
Works -staff outlined the proposed ordinance itself. Generally, the ordinance
would limit pa_rking on designated streets
to onetiour between 2 p.m. and 8 :30 p.m.
Exempt from the one-hour limit would be
vehicles with permits, service, repair and
-emergency vehicles and vehicles with
handicapped litense plates. Permits will
be issued to residents only at a cost of
$5 00. Provision is made for special
permits for residents' guests, special
events and church parking Violators will
be fined five dollars . The cost to the City of
St Paul lot this one-year · ·experimental"
program will be about $6,000.
Following the staN presentation interested individuals were permitted to
speak . Much of the discussion centered
on problems. with the St. Anthony Park
proposal. Most of the residerns speaking
were opposed to the inclusion of a noparking provision for Cleveland Ave. When
William Mitchell area people finally got a ·
word in edgewise. no substantial opposition was voiced Dean Peters said that
William Mitchell ·does not oppose the
ordinance in principle but asks for the
sall)e right as other residents: to control
parking on its perimeter. Peters also
outlined the steps th.e school is taking to
deal with the problem . including arranging
!or parking at the House JI Hope, securing
the donation of a shuttle van , increasing
the size of the school's lot and initiating a

car "POOi system. ·'William Mitchell is
willing to do its part, " the dean pointed
out. "But the city must also do the same
and show a greater concern for security
with improved street lighting and more
frequent police patrols. The problem can
only be sol11ed," Peters concuded, "by a
cooperative effort.··
At 1O-a.m. the meeting wa_s abruptly
cut off because the room was l]eedeil for
another committee meeting.
As people were beginning 10· leave the
room. Councilperson Tedesco began to
take a vote on whether to recommend the
Mitchell area proposal to the entire cify
council. After whistling to get Tedesco·s
attention, Rich Ruvelson pointed out that

not eveiybody, including S.B.A. President
Dennis Brown,-and Women's Law Caucus
representative Diane Oube. had re~eived
their chance tci be heard. Ruvelson
suggested to Tedesco that. "he- play it
straight.·· meaning in acconfanC8 with the
comments he made ~t the begmmng of the
meeting. Tedesco backed down and no
vote was taken. Tedesco then announced
that the ordinance would be considered at
a council meeting on October 15.
Tedesco promised that the ordinance
would be the onty item on the agenoa and
that the council would take whatever time
was needed to deal with the' issue: With
that the sometimes chaotic meetihg
adjourned.
-

Dean Pn,n1 •ddn,aan St P.ul en, Council.

Homecoming 1980
Homecoming for William Mitchell
College of Law Alumni will be Friday,
September 26, 1980. You are cordially
invited and urged to attend what promises
to be an exciting, rewarding and probably
exhausting day! Homecoming 1980 has
been planned so that you may involve
yourself in a full day of free C.L.E. activities, a barbecue cookout in the early
e_vening, and a party following the
cookout.
During the day members of our College
faculty will lei!d the Continuing Legal
Education programs for wh ich we have
applied to the Minnesota C.L.E Board for
six credits. The faculty and College are
providing the C.L.E. portion of the
program without charge.
The morning courses are .from 9:0010:30 and from 10:45-12:15. You may
choose two courses.
· Fs\ate Planning Update (Prof Helland)
Family Law - Tax Implications and
Recent Developments (Dean Oliphant &
Prof Stine)
Juvenile Law - England and the U.S.
Compared (Prof. Becker)
Trial Advocacy (Profs. Haydock &
Sonsteng)
the afternooon courses are from -1 :15·2:45 and from 3:15-4 :45. You may
choose two courses.
U.C.C. and the Impact of the
Bankruptcy Act Amendments (Prof.
Heidenreich)
Workers· Compensation Developments
(Prof. Kirwin)
Environmental Law Developments (Prof.
Prince)
Torts and No-Fault Insurance
Developments (Prof. Steenson)
Following the afternoon C.L.E.
programs there will be a chuckwagon
barbecue cookout from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00

p.m: It will be held on campus under o, •.
large tent. The menu includes chicken ,
barbecued ribs, com-on-the-cob, bashed
brown potatoes, tossed salad, homemade
caramel rolls, cake, wat13rmelon, coffee,
pop, l!!monade, beer and wine. Following
the cookout there wHI be a dance from
8:00 p.m. on.

In addition to gaining valuable C.L. E.
credits you ~HI have an opportunity to
meet our new faculty and staff as well as
many of your friends, and acquain<
tances. We look forward to re.ceiving your
registration for th is exciting event. .
A $1 O registration fee includes: Free '
C.L.E. programs all day (6 C.L.E. credits
applied for). noon luncheon, even ing
Chuckwagon Barbecue Cookout, and an
evening party with a dance. There is a
$5.00 charge for each additional guest for
the evening festlvrties, which include ·
Chuckwagon Barbecue- and the party . _
Make your reservation now by sending
your choice of courses and your check to
William Mitchell College of Law. ·
C.L.E. courses will be open to students
as space permits.
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Editorial
Class rank: The 'basic training' syndrome
Law school and basic traininij -have a great deal in common. Both are designed to take · ' raw recruits ,· · break
them down , and then rebuild them in a pre-determined mold . (One of the most common phrases we hear early
on in the first year is how we will learn to ' 'think like lawyers '· .) Both law school and basic training teach their
trainees about hierarchies. Eacn has its share of dropouts. You may think , at first. they are different because
one is physical and the other mental. But, ask a law student in the midst of exams if law school is physically
taxing ; or ask ijn army recruit what basic training is doing to his or her mind . Finally, no one has ever accused .
either institution of being particularly humane .
I suppose there isn ·1 much we can do about ·basic training, but we can do something about law school to
make it a mor.e humane institution. One step we can take fs to re-.examine the practice of calculating class rank .
If the comJ)uter is working correctly , then every August while we are at William Mitchell we will receive a
transcript in the mail. Aside from grades the transcript also tells us what our rank is in our class for the year and
on a cumulative basis. But to what purpose? Your class rank says nothing about your ability, intelligence, sense
of humor, anxieties, or hopes and dreams In short, it says nothing about what kind of person you are or what
kind of lawyer you will make . Yet it is used by law firms to exclude people from opportunities for jobs. It adds to
the already burdensome tensions of law school. It pits students against each other in a needless competition and
creates a mythical hierarchy .
In his book about the first year at Harvard Law School, One L, Scott Turow says , "the law is at war with
uncertainty. ·' There is always a winner and a loser. No matter how small the difference between adversaries,
" no matter if the issues.,are dark and obscure, the rule of law will be declared ." Turow points out how this
" war· · spills over into every aspect of a legal education. Class rank is an example of this spill-over.
The irony here is that class rank at William Mitchell isn't really so certain . For example, what certainty (or
validity) is there in ranking people who have completed 32 credits with people who have completed 48 credits ;
people who have not taken Income Tax , Commerical Transactions , Corporations . and Agency with people who
have completed these courses? Yet, that is what happens when day students at the end of their first year are .
ranked with night students who have completed their second year. Add to this the fact that law school grading is
subjective and at least a little arbitrary in nature and class rank starts to look a little like the proverbial square
peg in a round hole .

Perhaps class rank does something more positive than appeal to what Turow calls ' 'that gr,eedy little monster .. rattling his cage " in side of us . If so , then some aspect of it could be worth preserving . Many medical
schools have done this by doing f.way with specific numbers and calcula te standing in more general terms like
"upper third " . But then , many medical schools have gone even further and eliminated grades as we know them
(HORRORS '}. The point is that the system does not have to function the way it does now. There is room for (and
a need for) change . Law school can be and should be a challenging and rigorous experience, bot it does not
have to be degrading . Our new administration can start off on a positive note and take an important step towards
making the study of law a more worthwhile experience by re-examining the class rank system and either finding
a w-0rkable substitute or abolishing its use altogether.
Law school and basic training need not have so much in common . Ask your "greedy little monster" how it
feels about that! Bob Birnbaum
·

Long-range _ parking plans
require stud·e nt ·suggestions
On October 15, 1980, the St. Paul City Council will, more than likely, adopt an ordinance greatly limiting the
ability of WMCL students to park in the immediate vicinity of the college . Those of us who attended the
council 's Public Works Committee meeting will attest to the fact that the wriiing is on the signs -- and it says,
"No Parking."
Wh lle,.it appears that Mitthell will have control of the parking 11round i1s-own perimeter, ~ numoor of ~pa~s
bordenng lhe s.Ghool "".111 not be nearly sl!fflcient to satisfy studenf~' park-Ing needs. Although none of us~xpects
lhe administration to pave over the entirety of the Scellool's froftl lawn or build an expensive- parking ramp, tile
school must make.some effort to ensure the safety of its.stud!!Jlts upon their arrivals and departures t9 and from
classe.s. Stu.dent t90peration is necessary In these ~ffom;. but we are only tram,ienis at Mllchell and the,sctiool
itself musHake the lead In makin git safe for students and others 10 use Mitchell' s facilities.
Sacurlng lbe use ot the House of Hope Church lot isa step in the rrght direction. But before stutf!mtswm staF\
using this klt several ,steps must be taken: b.etter lig!}ting must be ·provlqed: securtty must be- prqvided and
lfl!nsporf!ltion new.:ee.n the ·school and the lat must also be rnaele available. The administration ls trying hard to
satisfy these criferfct; presumably. ii will be successful. While some of the -costs required to make the House of
Hope· lot parka.hie wJII more Ulan likely bell'le-1 by donations to lhe scnool, stu(tents will rnore- 1tian llkely
to
pick up a P.{lr tfon o1 the lal> in someway, shape or ronn.
If fees must be assessed, studen1 involvement in ttie1r determination will be neees:sary. Also, !he prefe'tence
given to wo~n .in the school' s own lot mu~t ~ · rnalrffained at least until we know wfieJher safeiy can be
provided for Chose parl(in!}af House offlope . The Parkfng Gommntee- set up by !he S.B.A. rs a.goo!l vehicle for
studenl involvement ln ded sions aJ_feoting parking. If this committee is given a rofe In parking decisions,
coope,ration from tfle-errtire student bOdy wlll follow. Rich Ruvellion
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Women and the Law
More important than workshop topics, maybe the most valuable part of the conference,
will be the interchange between lawyers and judges and those of you who are still ~n
school. This is a wonderful opportunity for those of LJ'S who have ''arrived'' to interact with
students, exchange ideas, understand your expectations. We can be of assistance to you.
JUDGE SUSANNE SEDGWICK, CO-CHAIR
1980 Midwest Regional Conference on
Women and the Law
(Editor's- note: The Midwest
Regional Conference on Women
and the Law is an annual conference organized by law students
to promote the equality of women
through
a
comprehensive
examin.ation of women's current
status within American political,
economic and legal institutions.)
By Peg Kaiser

Equal pay for equivalent work . setting
up your own practice . women in trial
work . women in the criminal justice
system : all are topics to be taken up when
the 1980 Mid west Regional Conference on
Women and the Law takes place October
10. 11 and 12 at the University of Min·
nesota Law School Law students .

lawyers. legal workers and interested
community members from all over the
Midwest will participate in workshops that
deal with various legal issues affecting
women .
Sponsored by a student coordinating
committee comprising women from the
three area law schools. the conference is
the culmir,ation of many months of
planning . .
Planning began shortly after the 1979
Regional . held in Ann ,Arbor. Michigan.
Four Mitchell students attended that
conference . and returned not only with
knowledge gained from the workshops
they went to. but also the bid for the next
conference. By December. 1979. women
law students from Hamline and the

University of Minnesota had joined the
coordinating committee. and the conference was off the ground .
Subcommittees were set up and tasks
delegated A steering commitiee made up
of women .professional~ from the Twin
Cities metropolitan area was chosen. with
Justice Rosalie Wahl and Judge Susanne
Sedgwick as co-chairs .
With the conference now only a few
weeks away , the schedule looks like this :
registration will begin Friday evening,
October 10, at the University Law School ,
followed by a welcoming address by
Justice Wahl , officially opening the
conference A local woman singer will join
the group later·in· the evening , and the
lounge will become a coffee house .

Refreshments will be served.
On Saturday, there will be workshops,
with two morning sessions and two afternoon sessions (see accompanying
schedule) .
Workshops will be conducted by
women who rank among the most
knowledgeable in their particular areas .
Among those women are : Justice Rosalie
Wahl. Judges Susanne Sedgwick,
Harriet Lansing and Roberta Levy , Nina

Ms . MacKinnon is a native of Minnesota
who graduated from Orono High School in
Long Lake . She attended Smith College,
received graduate degrees from Yale
University in political science and law. and
is completing work on a Ph .D. in feminist
theory. She is a founding member of the
New Haven Law Collective and a member
of the Connecticut Bar . She has taught
law, women 's studies and political theory
at Yale and will teach law at Harvard and
Stanford in the next year . MacKinnon .
who authored Sexual Harassment -0f
'Working Women: A Case of Sex
Discrimination, is working on a boo'l<'on
Marxist and feminist theory and is doing
research on pornography.

Rothchild of the Council on the Economic
Status of Women and Aviva Breen of the
Legal Advocacy Project Also participating
are practitioners Judy Oakes . Marilyn
Michales . Ellen Oresselhuis and Dolores
Orey .
During the break between these
sessions there will be a luncheon and the
keynote address by Catharine MacKin_ndn.
the author of the book Sexual
Harassment of Working Women.

Student coordinating committee. Facing from left to right: Kathy Picotte, student coordinator, Pat Callaghan, Kate Flom, Susan
Scarborough and Stephanie Steel.

A wine, cider and cheese reception will
be held early Saturday evening , offering a
chance to wind down from a busy day of
discussion . At 8:00 p.m. the At the Foot
of the Mountain Theater company. will

Four years ago there was a similar conference at Hamline. At the time I thought it was a
very useful thing for women lawyers to get together, and I still do. We have special interests and special problems. This kind of' conference is helpful and stimulating. We can
cheer each other along.
JUSTICE ROSALIE WAHL, CO-CHAIR,
1980 Midwest Regional Conference on
Women and the Law

present RAPED : A WOMEN'S LOOK AT
BERTOLT BRECHT'S THE EXCEPTION
AND THE RULE .
A school survival skills workshop will
be offered for students on Sunday
morning. There will also be a finatwrap up
session that morning to choose the site for
next year 's conference.
Registration for stucie'nts will be $15
for professionals and practitioners, $30·,
which includes the noon meal on Saturday
and the play Saturday night. A $Hi late fee
will be added to registration forms
received after Oct. 1. (Practitioners please
note : CLE credits may be offered for
several of the workshops, and possibly for
the keynote address.) Child care and
limited scholarships on basis of need are
made available for people coming from out
of town .
For more information and registration
forms please write to : Registration
Committee . Midwest Regional Conference
on Women and the Law , William Mitchell
College of Law. 875 Summit Avenue . St.
Paul , MN 55105.
.
WORKSHOPS
8:45 a.m . to 10:15 a.m., Saturday, Oct.
11
Dual Career Dilemma: Lawyer and
Mother
Representing the Wife in Divorce
Career in Teaching
Equal Pay for Equivalent Work
Domestic Violence
Public Assistance Advocacy
10:30 to 12 :()0 noon , Saturday , Oct. t 1
Judicial Selection
ERA : Strategy Session
Setting Up Your Own Practice
Legal Issues for the Hispanic Community
Health Care: Rights and Remedies
Lesbian Mother Custody Cases
2:00to3:30 , Saturday, Oct.11
Labor. Law Practice and Negotiation
Networking in the Profession
Housing Law
Women in Trial Work
Equal Opportunity in Education
Sexual Harassment
3:45 to 5:15 , Saturday, Oct. t 1
Corporate and Business Practice
Women in the Criminal Justice System
Reproductive Rights Overview
Women in Govern111ent
Children and the L11w
Sex Discrimination

How tO think (sort of) like a lawyer (sort of)
By George McCormick
Welcome. first-year students .
By now, no doubt, many of you are
wondering why you're here. If you're into
masochism, after all, there are easier ,
cheaper alternatives, like slamming your
hands in car doors.
The answer . of course. is that you're
here because you 're part of the elect.
You ·re members of a select group -·
selected . first . by yourselves. then
lhrougp a rigorous screening process .

through whi_ch important characteristic s
were weighetj before you were deemed
ready to study the law .
Important characteristics? Like what? ·
The admissions committee isn·t saying .
but an indication comes in some free-forall advice offered by one J. Collyer, a
shrewd, albeit obscure . 18th -century
observer of the legal world .
" If a boy has enough intelligence. "
said Collyer. " he should consider the
ministry ·· unless when he goes to the

Law Review to elect staff
The Law Review has had a long but
productive summer. Staff candidates have
completed up to live drafts on their Case
Notes (short student works dealing with
recent Minnesota Supreme Court
decisions) . have passed a Uniform System
of Citation (Blue Book) exam and have
submitted writing samples Staff elections
·will be held in early October
Volume 7. like Volume 6. will consist of
three is sues : however. the number of
pages planned for Volume 7 has been
increased to order to expedite the tr an·
sitio~ to four issues next year

Some of the topics to be discussed in
Volume
7 include
Employment
Discrimination. Th&,,- Minnesota Intermediate Court of Appeals , The No-Fault
Statute . Minnesota Summary Judgment.
A Tribute to Justice William Mitchell .
Minnesota Feed Lot Law , and Developments in Adminis trative Law
Issue Two of Vo lume 6 is available in
the Law Review Office for those students
who have not picked up a copy The
Worker's Compensation Sympo sium.
Issue Three of Volume 6. will be ready for
distribution in late October

university he is given to carousing.
drinking and wenching , in which case he
ought to consider law .··
That was before the LSAT . of course
We have other criteria today. Still, one
wonders what Collyer might think were he
to materialize at the Fall Smoker ..•
Never mind why you're here . however
You are . an.d the question now is what ·
happens next.
Step one is to learn to think like a
lawyer. Your instructors are already
helping you along that line . And how will
you know when you get there? A Harvard
Law School professor offers this standard:
"11 you can think about something that
is related to something else. without
thinking about the thing to which it is
related·· then you have the legal mind .··
Don't worry if you don 't understand
that right now . It'll come . And don't
worry. either. 11 ·1t·occurs to you that what
you have now . since it' s not a legal mind .
must be an illegal mind . Possession of
illegal minds has been decriminalized in
Minnesota . (But don 't try to sell one..)
The next step is to learn to write like a
,lawyer Fred Rodell . author of " Woe Unto
You . Lawyers' ... offered some guidance :
· 'There are two things wro ng with
almost all legal writing, " he wrote in the
Virginia Law Review " One is its style
The other is its conten t.··

Beyond that, it 's just a matter of
learning to read cases , and to glean the
kernels of wisdom found tnerein .
Some cases. for example. attempt to
interpret legislation . And so we have a
Pennsylvania c·ourt explaining the
standards by which that task is carried
out:
·· It is no part of our business to discuss
the wisdom of this legislation However
vicious in principle we might regard it. our
plain duty is to enforce iL. . · ·

Other cases illustrate the usag~s of
common sense -- as in this 1921 decision :
" .•.the doctrine is too deeply implanted in the law to be uprooted for no
better reason than that it is illogical.''
There 's a lot more to being a lawyer, of
course . For one thing, you can get a
discount on car rentals if you·r~ an ABA
member. I forget what the other tlljn,g is . •
But that's all in the future . For now ,
have a nice year·· and tha.nks for buying
my used books.
·

Moot Court sets schedule
The Moot Court Competition is under
way once again . The fall schedule is as
follows :
First draft due in the main office Sept.
22 at 6:30 p.m. Lecture on how to give an
lira! argument by Dean Goldberg and John
Stout Sept. 30 at 8:30 p m. in room 301 .
Second dr<1ft due in the main office Oct. t 3
at 6:30 p.m.
'First- and second -round oral arguments
Oct. 16 and· 21 : quarter and semifinal
arguments Oct. 25 : final arguments Nov
1
Students are welcome to view the oral

arguments ; times and room numbers will
be posted . This fall 's problem is on sex
discrimination in employment and involves
what has been described by the head of
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission as the woma.ri's "issue of the
·ao ·s. "
The two Wili'fl1ng team.s Jrom la~t
spring ·s competition . Patricia Hinojosa Jennifer Johnson and Tim -Hassett - Lane
Phillip s
Joe Pingatore, will be
representing WMCL in the regional rounds
of the fall national competition to be held 1n
Iowa City . Iowa.
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Parking: old problem nears solution
By Patti.Suss

The old question concerning -the status
of on-street parking for WMCL students in
the school's immediate neighborhood will
soon have a new answer likely to evoke a·
variety of responses from students .
After a bit more than a year of study,
the St. Paul City Council is expected to
pass an ordinance effectively prohibiting
all student parking on certain streets
immediately surrounding WMCL. The
ordinance is the result of resident
complaints that students have created a
traffic problem and have made "their"
streets look like 1-94 during rush hour.
The streets where student parking will
be prohibited are: the north side of
Portland between Minton and Avon; both
sides of Portland between Milton and
Chatsworth; south side of Holly between
Victoria and Avon.
.
The· ordinance should be effective
sometime in early October. It will be
implemented and enforced by providing .
neighborhood residents with permits to
allow them to park in otherwise prohibited
aras. -Each resident will -also be able to
obtain Visitor and special-_event permits .
The churches on the affected blocks will
also be provided with permits for events
taking place during permit hours.
The ordinance is the culmination ot• ·
more than a year of consideration and
many hours of meetings an.d communication between the WMCL administration, SBA , residents, city staff
and city council members .
The residents' original request to ban
students from parking on residential
streest within a two-block radius of WMCL
,has been significantly reduced . In its most
recent form, the ordinance will prohibit
student parking on the north side ·of
Portland between Minton and Avon (the
south side between Victoria and Avon was
previously restricted); both sides of
Portland between Milton and Chatsworth; .

IFALL

the south side of Holly between Victoria
and Avon (the -north side was previously
restricted), and the west side of Milton
between Summit and Portland
In addition, the ordinance as presen·ted
to the council would permit the director of
public works significantly to increase the
size of the restricted area if non-resident
parking on the immediately adjacent
blocks exceeds 51 percent of the available
curb space . To make such a determination , the department, using a
computer, would check on license
registrations of cars parked in the area.
The ordinance is being implemented in
spite of WMCL administration and SBA
opposition to jt. Since May, several
meetings have been held between the
administration, the SBA, resident
representatives...and city staff people .
Deans Goldberg , Oliphant and Peters
and SBA members Dennis Brown, Doris
McKinnis, Joan Lucas and Patti Buss
were all involved in the unsuccessful
negotiations . Why unsuccessful? Because
WMCL representatives were to ld that the
residents were going to get their ordinance, and the only remaining question
was how large an area would be off-limits
to student parking
The city and the residents were not
impressed with concern for student
safety . nor with the agrument that severe
constitutional questions are raised by
giving permits-to the churches in the area,
but not to WMCL for the purpose of
controlling parking on its perimeter.
With the imminent implementation of
the ordinance, the obvious question is
what. if any steps are being taken to see
that safe parking is available to WMCL
students.
Tffe administ(ation has been considering several things, including extending the existing lot to Summit Ave.,
the upgrading of the House of Hope lot at
Summit and Grotto, the implementation of
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It is therefore uncertain whether or when
these options can become viable unless
the SBA or some.other independent group
would assume responsibility for raising
the money to finance them
The most likely step to be taken by the
administration at this time is to improve
the conditions at the House of Hope lot by
increased lighting and fencing . lf the
House of Hope lot is used by large
numbers of students. the administration
wil l also try to find funds for a -warming
house for students and a security guard to
be stationed ther.e during the evening and
nighttime hours.
The SBA has also been considering the
parking problem-{or some time. At an
emergency meeting in July, a majority of

Riefl RuYe/$on discUS!Sff parfclng problems with St. Paul Cit)' Council members Joanne
Showalttir, Ron Mlldcfox, 8 111 Wilson and Ruby Hunt.
..._

'Dud~ 'Riees'

By Bob Birnbitum

Court/LSD/ Client Counseling, 3-5 from
The Student Bar Asso'Ciation Board of SBA, 1 student whQ works in the building
Governors held its first meeting of the _new and 5 students not representing any
school year on Tuesday . Aug . 26. But the group . This committee is to generate
new year began with the continuing findings and-a proposal for presentation to
controversy over an old issue c parking. the administration The committee is
Debate on a resolution designed to deal .'specifically authorized to reconsider the
with the issue took up most of the two issuance of parking permits to particular
groups such as the Law Review and
hour meeting.
Parking has once again moved to the research assistants .
top of the agenda because of oie
. Second, the SBA will notify all
.restrjctive ordinance now being con- students , by some form of mass
. sidered for the neighborhood by the St. distribution, concerning the time and
Paul City Council. The SBA 's resolution, in place of the City Council meeting on the
its final form, will do three things. First, a parking ordinance .
committee with school-wide membership
will be appointed which will address what
was described as the " security/parking
situation. ·· Membership of the committee
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
is to be composed of representatives of
LAW STUDENT DIVISION .~
various student groups as follows : 1 from
1980-81 Programs
Women's Law Caucus , 1 from Law
Review, 1 from the Spinion , 1 from Moot SEPTEMBER 1980
Organizational Me.eting for ,Ne~ L.S .D.
Board
·

DORK

OCTOBER
Fall Roundtable Creighton Law
-School, Omaha . Neb. (Oct 26 and 27)
N-OVEMBER
Nov. 12 - Criminal Law Program
DECEMBER
JANUARY 1981
Job and Interviewing Workshop (Cosponsor. Placement Ofliee)
Law - Jobs , Jobs , Jobs "'7 Which one
for you?
Liaison Applications and Initial Interviews

...1 ""

FEBRUARY
Feb. 28, 29 a11d Mar. 1, 1981 - Death
and Dying Conference .
Nomination of New·t.s .D. Rep.

,

j Y..

At The Top Of
The Stairs

BRAVE NEW WORKSHOP, 2605 Hennepin Ave. S.
Aese,va11ons 377 :1120 Davion\.. Donaldson's

the board voted to support the prop.osed
ordinance if WMCL was granted permits
for its perimeter and for part of the west
side of Milton between Summit and
Portland .
The residents agreed to the SBA
proposal. but the city attorney's office did
not As a resuit. the SBA voted at its Aug .
27 meeting to rescind ifo support of the
ordinance and to have one of its members
testify against the ordinance before the
city council.
The boa rd's rescinding of its earlier
support of the ordinance was part of a
larger proposal calling for an intensive
study-of alternative solutions to the WMCL
parking problem. Other provisions afe:
A committee made up of 3 to 5 SBA
members , one representative of each
student organization. one student who
- works in the building and five students
not representing groups . will study the
situation and possible solutions
The committee will draft a proposal for
dealing with the problem and present it to
the administration
Notice of the pub lic hearing on the
ordinance would be distributed to all
students at school
The committee should specifically
reconsider · the automatic granting of
permits for the main lot to student groups
such as law review . the Opinion, student
directors of clinics , research assistants .
etc .
The committee may or may not change
the present policy of permitting only
women students to enter the lottery for
main lot permits .
All students are urged to apply to SBA
President Dennis Brown for appointment
to the committee and to inform the
committee of their th ougnts and feelings
on the parking problem and its solution.
It is hoped that any new plans will be
ready for implementation before the
beginning of spring semester.

I Parking high on .SBA agenda

beer · wine · live music

LINDA EISENSTADT
Professiona_
l Typist

a shuttle system between WMCL and the
House of Hope lot and the enGouragement
of' ·corridor parking.· ·
· The only one of these alternatives
currently available is corridor parking, the
"corridor" being Summit Ave. between
WMCL and the House of Hope lot. Dean
Goldberg has said that corridor parking
should give rise to a " safety in numbers "
situation : i.e. with many students all
walking in the· same area after classes, the
likelihood of personal injury would be
significantly less.
The other options being studied by the
administration all involve expenditures of
significant · sunis of money . Such expenditures would have to be approved by
the board of trustees before being made.

DUCK'S

BREATH

ETC. THEATRE, 1430 Washi ngton Ave. S.
Heservdt1ons 377 2120. Dayton L Donaldson's

MARCH
Mar. 9-13- L.S.D. Elections
Mar. 27 & 28 - Spring Roundtable
APRIL
April 25, 1981 - W.M C.L. Celebrates
Law Day .
MAY
May 1 - Law Day '

Third . the SBA will delegate o.Ae
student to speak against the ordinance at
the City Council meeting.
There is some concern among SBA
board members about the amount of time
being taken by the parking problem . VicePresident Joan Lucas, who served as
acting president during the summer feels
that the other important issues are being
ignored . '.' Th is is the second meeting in a
row to be taken up by parking,·· she told
the Opinion. · 'We may have to start having
special meetings for the special issues.··
The board did deal with two other
items . The fall school party was
discussed, including the idea of coordinating the event with the Alumni
Homecoming planned for later this
semester. Doris McKinnis reported that
the Admin istration is planning to rent a
tent for the event to be set up on the
school 's front lawn_ The board turned the
matter over to the Social Committee with
an authorization to spend $300 in support
-of the tent rental and up to $400 in addition on any plans for a separate bash for
students only ·
The Opinion presented its budget to the
SBA. Editor Rich Ruvelson revealed that
he planned to nearly double the Opinion ·s
circulation to 11 ,000, by turning ·copies
over to the Administration to be mailed to
the entire State Bar. Ruvelson added that
the Admin istration has increased its
financial support for the paper this year
and with new advertising rates, revenues
are expected to increase. The Opinion_will
not be self-supporting , however. and
Ruvelson requested an appropriation of
$1,644 from the SBA. The request was
granted after some discussion to clarify
the budget proposal as it was presented.
In other matters: The SBA board has
reorganized itself this year to 9ive more
power and responsibility tci committees
and io decrease th e possibility of " oneperson rule ... The committees are Social.
Finance, Administration and Education .
Each board member is on at least one
committee _ Fu ture articles wi ll look into
th is system and report on how it is
working
No date -has been set for the
election of first year reps. The next
meeting of the board is tentatfvely set for
September 29
-
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Five new professors
join Mitchell faculty
Five new professors have joined the
ranks of William Mhchell 's tu II time faculty
this year
,
Associate Professor Marcia Gelpe . who
re ceived her A.B. , d_ewee from Barnard
College . M S from Ohio State . and J D
from Indiana. will teach property and
mortgages Prior to coming to Mitchell .

litigation clinic. trial skills. and advanced
civil procedure. This will be Crowder's
eighth year of teaching at Mitchell

LaJt Year, 553 students chose
Minnesota Bar Review/BRI, Inc.
And for good reasons:
1. Outstanding Lecturers
Our faculty is made up of bar review experts and includes
some of the top law professors in the country, like Irving
Younger and David Epstein.

2. Comprehensive Outlines
Every area tested on the bar exam is covered completely,
in a concise and understandable format.

3. Directed Testing Program
Our multistate and essay testing program includes weekly
practice sessions and simulated muttistate and essay exams. The essay exams will be critiqued by former Minnesota bar exam graders.
·

4. Mini-Review Program
The two-day Mini-Review program is held at the end of the
.regular course. It includes capsuHzed multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each multistate subject for last
minute reinforcement.

Bi/I Crowder

Marcia G11lpe

Gelpe has worked in the Office of the
General Counsel at the Environmental
Protection Agency and as an associate
professor at the University of Minnesota
Law Sch.Doi
Associate Professor ··Neil Hamilton .
whose J D. is from Minnesota . has a B.A
•rom Colorado College and an M S from

Special Assistant Professors Christina
Kunz and Kevin Millard are heading up the
school's first·- year's legal writing
p;ogram. Professor Kunz's J.D. is from
Indiana and her B. S from Wisconsin .
Kunz taught legal writing at Indiana.

5. Writing Seminars
Our Writing Program, run by former Mtnnesota bar exam
graders, focuses on issue spotting and exam taking
techniques, and includes the opportunity for personal intervi,ews with the graders. ·

6. Day _or Evening Classes
During our summer course YOLJ have the option of attending live evening or video taped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.

7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient Location
The 1981 MBR/BRI courses will again be held at the College of St. Thomas, O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the same location we have had for the past eight years.

8, Early Bird Program
For William Mitchell graduates we provide video taped lectures, before the regular summer course begins, on all
areas tested on the bar exam.

Christina Kunz o

Professor Millard. who is teaching trusts ,
has a B A from Kenyon College and a J D
from Minnesota .

William Mitchell Law Spouses. a social
and service,organization for spouses and
future spouses o.f law students. has
planned a variety of programs and projects
tor the coming school year . Speakers.
craft demonstrations, mini-law classes for
the public , fund-raisers and bake sales tor
students during finals are among the
activities They also plan to help members
with similar interests get in touch with
each other
There was a welcoming meeting held
September 3. and the next meeting will be
Wednesday , October 1. in the Learning
Center (nexJ to the new bookstore) All
spouses. male and female. are invited
There will be a potluck d[nner at 6:00
pm . followed by a meeting at 7:00 pm
Those who are unable to make it to the
potluck are encouraged to attend the
meeting Other meetings and activities are as
follows : October 15. dance lessons ;
November 5. general meeting: November
19 , special interest groups night .
December 3, general meeting; December
6 (Saturday) , Christmas bazaar and
auction: December 13 (Saturday). bake
sale for students ; January 7. February 14
and March 4. general meetings: April 1.
general meeting and election of officers ;or
1981 ·82: and May. banquet

Outlines for-First, Second and Third Year Students
A $50.00 course deposit entitles you to the use of a set of
the current course outlines now. These may then be traded
in on a new set when you take the course. This saves you
the cost of purchasing additional review· outlines during
. the year, and at the same time guarantees you our early registration discount.

Michigan rlamilton. who taught at Case
Western Reserve University. Franklin T
Backus Law School prior to coming to
Mitche ll. will be teaching administrative
law and antitrust
Although not quite a new face at William
Mitchell . Bill Crowder has joined the fulltime faculty . Professor Crowder. who
received both his El .A and J D from
Indiana . will be teaching in the civil

Law spouses
announce
year's
program

9.

10. Selected Law lectures
Throughout the year we offer video taped presentations to
help_you prepare for final exams. Admission is free to all
MBR/BRI students.

11. $25.00 Discount on the Professional
Responsibility Review Course
.

Kevin Millard

All MBR/BRI students receive a $25.00.discount when signing up for our Professional Responsibility Review Course.

CLIENT COUNSELING
1980-198'1
SEPTEMBE~
9/3/80 - First Board Meeting, Room
_ 302, 8:30 p.m.
9/10/80 ~ Board Meeting. Room
302. 8:30 p_m
9/17 /80 - Open .Meeting for all
interested participants
9/ 24/80 - Fall Counselor Training
program begins
OCTOBER November December
National problem announced
Videotaping sess1ons begin
Long paper started
JANUARY
1/31 /81 - Round Robin and/or IntraInter-School Competition
FEBRUARY
2/14/81 :-- W.M.C. L. Sch·ool Client
Counseling Tournament
MARCH
3/7 / 81 - (Tentative)
Tournament
3/ 28 / 81 - (Tentative )
Tournament

12. Early Registration Discount
Discounts are available for both the winter and summer
courses. Sign up now _and save $50.00 off the regular
course tuition!

13. Minneapolis based office
Our Minneapolis headquarters is open every business day
to serve you. With Minnesota Bar Review/SRI, Inc., you will
· get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after year, Minnesota
Bar Review/SRI, Inc. is the number one choice.
For more information, contact the following campus
representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
Susan Bates·
Deborah Hoch
Jennifer Bloom
Patricia Hinojosa
Susan Bush
Naomi Perman
Charles Cox
Tom Schway
Mark Gwin
Michael Weiner

Regional
National

APRIL
Evaluate program
.
Appoint New Board for 1981 ·82
• Monthly meetings of the Board will atso
be scheduled

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

861 West Butler Square
100 North 6th Street
Minn"eapotis. MN 55403
(612) 338-1977

MBR/BRI. Helping you every step of the way.

'
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AN.XIETY
By Chuck Friedman

by the school's three . professional
Expectations are high . Past percounselors . Although neither of the three
formance indicates overachievement, and
Twin Cities law sc'hools offers such a
there is no reason to believe that law . program, Rosenburg feels that the law
school will -change that. But as the
student may need the same kind of
pressures of preparing for examinations
support system .
increa~es. as one's employer demands
··'What we try to do is create an am·
greater productivity and as guilt over
bienc.e of caring, and sometimes just
neglecting · family and friends intensifies,
·knowing we are here is pre,ventative. That
the law student may find himself suffering
could work for law students as well.··
from acute emotional stress .
Pre-test Anxiety'
· Once tests have ended other pressures
While the main _ stress of the undevelop. Making the top half of the class
dergraduate student seems to be a search
is not good -enough. The ·best jobs go to -- for identity. the law student is more apt to
tbe top 15 percent. One's confidence is
suffer anxiety from a sense of lack· of
undermined. The student is a top can achievement. Acco;ding to Wah Iberg
didate-all right, but not for a position with
liason between Hamm Clioic and William
the most prestigious law firm in the Twin
Mitchell,, "The k.inds of law students we
Cities. Rather. he may be a candidate for
see are experiencing turmoil over not
effective counseling .
knowing where they stand . not knowing if
Few Seek Help
they are achievin g, or not being able to
At William Mitchell there is no full or _test or express themselves well."
part-lime psychologist to provide that
Whalburg and Goldberg agree that it
co1U1seling. Acc&rding to Assistant Dean
would be unwise to reduce academic
Goldberg, studenis have not expressed a' standards in order to reduce .anxiety_.
major need for staffing such a clinician.
" When dealing with the lives. liberties
When it is apparent to a faculty member • and property of others. the seriousness of
that intervention is needed, a referral to
the lawyer's obUgation must be impressed
the Hamm Psychiatric Clinic in St. Paul
upon the student," said Goldberg.

While thal numtier represents les~ t~n
one.percent of the e_
nrollment. Mary Claire
Wahlb~r~ . a psychialic so<fial worker l~r
\he chni.c . tetlls that the numper II?
misleadfn.Q.

"Whal we try to do.' ' sa@ Whalburg ,
the student 10 team r.o live with
Increased anxiety, to feoel comlilrtable
about himself amt ta build up fiis self
.concept .··
One ,i;pecific pro.bf em
frequently encountered b-y laW srudents is
test anxiety.

"Law students, in particular, are
reluctant to seek help,·· said Wahlberg,
"because there is the mystique that one
should be tough and be abte 10- take care
of himself. ·· She estimates that as many
as 25 percent of undergraduate students
would benefit from counseling and that,
while the rate may not be so high for law
students, it is significantly higher ttian the
actual number seeking1reatment.
· That belief is supported by Pearl
Rosenberg. a psycholoiglst at the
University of Minnesota medical school.
She estimates that between 25 and 40
percent of the medical students make use
of -the direct counseling services provided

Various approaches may be taken to
remedy that fear. The Hamm Clinic uses a
cognitive approach . The first few sessions
are used to obtain client history and to
establish a theraputic relationship.
Frequently the fear is charactefized by
the inability to concentrate and the belief
that one is not capable of meeting the
academic challenge. He may withdraw
from social contact and regularly miss
classes. The clientis questioned about his
loss of energy, loneliness or seose of
failure. -He is encouraged to maxifl)ize
each of his activities. Time is set aside for
playing and phy$ical activity. so that

may be made:_ bast _ year the clirfic

oounseJedl oWdham Mlle bell Stu.dents.

afterwards it is easier to concentrate 011_
assignments .
Usually there is little basis for the
anxiety. "Since it results from negative
and oiten irrational thinking,.. said .
Wahlberg. "the so!utmns must be realitybased... Thoughts must shift to those

Center for Behavior Therapy in Min·
neapolis. The center's philosophy is that,
in order to reduce anxiety. one must
systematically desensitize himself to the
fear that a stressful situation presents.
Less time is spent_j/1 . obtaining· client
history. Said Bob Havel, behavioral

in a prone position. is directed to tense up
a particular muscle group and then to let
those muscles relax. By moving from one
muscle group to the next. it is hoped that
the client will become aware of the
physical tensity cause<) by anxiety . as
well as the relief gained when the muscles

things that create positive self esteem;
thereby reducing counterproductive
behavior. Except in severe cases. the
problem can be resolved through short
term counseling. which Whalburg said
may last from one to six months.

clinician . "We do not dwell on !he past.
We are not particularly concerl)ed whether
the client had a loving mother.and a hating
father. What we are concerned with is
reducing fear."
A three-fold approach may be used in
full or part to reduce this fear. The first is
progressive muscle relaxation . The client.

relax.
Th.e second stage in the therapy is bio·
feedback. Here the patient learns more
specifically how to control his anxiety . One
technique· used is the EMG response. A
sensor is attached to the forehead muscle.
the front ~lis. believed to be the last
muscle to relax before a person sleeps . A

"1~ 19 !J!l!

Cognitive Approach

Behavior Therapy
A different approach is used by the
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series of lights -- five green , five amber.
and five red -- shut· off in reverse order as
the muscles relax. "This helps the client
to reduce am(iety, .. said Havel.
Havel believes that a moderate level of
anxiety produces the optimum level of
achievement, as students at that level are
concern~without losing control. Since
control of anxiety and not terminating the
anxiety· itself is ttie goal of the behaviorist,
the third step may be the most important ·.
·_applying techniques to actual situations .
The first. of these is to develop in the
imagination the specific circumstances
creating the fear. Clients picture the room ·
where the test is to be given , as well as
the students-who are in the room :
· " One of the most common responses of .
the client, .. said Havel, " is the fear that
'the other students are brighter than
me.'·· As the anxiety increases, the
techniq_ue of progressive muscle
relaxation is introduced , and anxiety is
expected to diminish .
In cases where the imqginative ap-.
proach 1s inadequate . an " in vivo · --real
life -- situation is developed. The client
may actually be placed in a classroom with
a . group of .s,udents being- given an
examination . Toe reality of the cir·
cumstance forces the client to face his
anxiety in order to relax himself enough to
cope with the test.
.
If the client is receptive to behavior
therapy and modifies his anxiety . the
results are usually permanent. At least
such is the case with persons who have a
tear of elevators or who are compulsive
hand-washers . The cure ratio , according
to Havel, may be somewhat less tor
testing . since there are usually months
between exposure to the stressful
situation . Havel said that "the more
specific the tear. the less it will take to
modjfy behavior. .. Ten sessions are
generally considered adequate.
The U of M medical school program
includes both th·e cognitive and behavioral
approaches. In .some cases hypnosis is
used as a calming effect. Rosenburg said
that one or_two sessions is enough to learn
the technique.
Usually in the first session the student

is hypnotized by a therapist tor a period of
approximately 30 seconds. The. student
experiences less . tension . and in the
second session Ille student can be in·
trnduced to self-hypnosis . In a test
sit_uation the student who becomes
anxious can put his pencil down. go into a
trance for 30 seconds and then resume
test taking, having eliminated his panic.
Post-test A niciety
Compounding the stress of-test taking·
is the· fact that. unlike in um;lergraduate
school : tests are given only once a
semester.or o_nce a year. Results may not
be posted for months after completion of
the test. Last semester, for example, the
examination perioi:I · at William Mitchell
began on May 5, but grades were not due
to the administration until JulY. 7. Even

then grades from a number of classes
were not posted.
·
··It 's hard not knowing where you
stand . It would be nice if professors could
graee those·tests and not sit on them for
three monlhs. ~aid Wahlberg . · ·Thars a
dilemma. It's not because professors are
malicious . They are overworked: too.
They 're teaching in evening school where
they frequently have daytim.e jobs as
well . "
The l)foblem of test results at medical
school has been eliminated by admin istering subjective tests . Correct
answers ar.e usually posted the same day,
so much ai\'xiely is eliminated . " I tar:i. see
where thal would be a special problem for
law students ,
said Rosenberg .
" However, since you can't change th·e
environment, you ·ve got to learn to
cope ." ·

"I agree !hat waiting for a couple of
months after taking a test· is certainly
tension-producing," said Goldberg . "The
exam process is not created with that in
mind. If we could readily change it, we
would. The nature of grading is to
discover analytic skills, and that requires
a professional approach .··
Goldberg said that, ior himself, he
wants to see that students be given . th~
maximum benefit of his evaluation . II he
finds himself tired or bored reading tests ,
he wiH quit grading ,- which means ati
average of five ctt.six examinations when
he does grade.
Test administration is one priority of the
new faculty-development committee at
William Mitchell. Some professors have
advocated more frequent but shorter
examinations: Others feel that such a
schedule would cause greater anxiety . In
addition, ii might detract from the teaming
process. · 'This is evident among first-year
students when legal writing papers are
dlie," said Goldberg . " They tend to not
devote themselves so attentively to other
courses. We must ·proceed cautiously in
changing the lest procedure ."
·
First-year Students
All · of those in counseling positions
agree · that an important · influence in
coping with anxiety is the law schnol
faculty. "The fac!Jlty at William Mitchell
more than most is one .that is capatile of
dealing wit~ personal problems,·' said
Goldberg. " Many of the faculty have a·
private practice where they deal with
clients who experience stress and anxiety.
We want students to feel comfortable- to
;ipproach us aboui their probl~ms.' ·
At Hamline University 1;1dministrators
hope that that trust is developed in a
th.ree-day orientation period for first-year
students. Professor Howard Vogel has
designed materials· ro introduce students
to the mechanics and skills of casebriefing. Abbreviated versions of cases
are used in conjunction with small , informal group discussions led by law
professors.
· 'The feedback from students has been
positive.'' commented Hamline Dean Lett
Biernat. · 'They say it helps to reduce

College ·offers-job-search .help
Note:
This _will be a regular column
de~oted to items of particular interes·t ro the student body. An)!
suggestions or recommendations
for topics for future columns will be
appreciated.

This is due in part to the large number of you to the appropriate source for the
applica,nts they have to select from and is information .
a c;onvenie_nt way to narrow the pool of
• Ask questions. What are the obcandidates down to a workable number.
jectives and growth patterns of tire firm?
Naturally, good grades are a very What type of supervision and respondesira~le asset. and students are well sibility is given to a summer clerk? A new
advised to make every atteQJpt to achieve associate? (Of a governmental agency)
them . Realistically , however. if there is to How does this agency deal with other
By Peggy Riehm,
be a top half of a class. there must also be related governmental agencies?
Placement Director
a bottom half. Many students. particularly
The idea is to project a genuine interest
The Fall Semester is a good time for
those enrolled in the evening program . in the firm or company and let it know.how
students. particularly those in their final
also hold fulltime positions during Ille day. you can add to its success.
years of law school. to seriously evaluate
A variety of outside factors can affect a
A seminar is being planned for late
career goals and how to go about attaining
studenrs grades . Generc1lly . apart from
September to give tips on resume
them. This is the season when many large
the ~arge firms and some cocporations. all
preparations and interviewing skills . Plan
firms . corporations and governmental
other employers are willing to consider
to attend and receive pointers from traineQ
agencies conduct their annual recruitment . qualities other than high grades. Every .professi\)nals in the field . Information on
efforts . Although smaller firms do not tend
single sludent eflrolled at the college has exact date. place and time will be an to make commitm~nts-a year in advance
something special and unique to offer. and nounced .
(except in those cases where the offers
all one must do is discover what his or her
In' addition, you will be well advised to
are extended to a law clerk who is working
take advantage of the new mock interview
most saleable qualities are .
tor them while\ attending . school). the
Ttie next step in the application process program. Several faculty members have
recruiting season sets the mood for
is the interview : 'which is very likely the g~erously volunteered to act as employer
planning for one·s career.
most important part of the whole process. interviewers and conduct interviews with
Again . you must take the time to prepare students. The student will interview wit~ a
You must 'plan to spend a good deal of
for an interview, and good preparation faculty member with whom he or she is
time and tffought in prep~ring a per·
comes th rough to the interviewer. The list not familiar. Following the interview, the
suasive resume. It is well worth the in·
of suggestions for interview preparation is student will receive feedback as lei the
vestment of time spent. Countless books
endless . and the placemE!llt office has ·interviewe( s perceptions of the student's
and articles have been written on the
several handouts to assist you in this strengths and' weaknesses. The ex·
.subject,' and several of the g~od ones are
available in the placement o1fice . Once
preparation . Some very gerieral things to perience should ~rve to, educate the
remember are :
·
you have rev.iewed the available resources
student as to what to enhance. what
• Personal appearance. You should be points must be worked on , and generally
and have completed a rough draft of a
neat, well -groomed . and wear appropriate· _give that student added confidence tor
resume. I would lie .happy to critique it if
clothing.
· ·the real thing . Any student interested
you wish .
• Answers to questions. Dwell on the in particiating . in this program should
It is always impressive to attach a cover
positive While past shortcomings and inform
letter to each resume yo_u submit for
the, placement
office
consideration . The cover letter allows you ·failures need not be vo,l.unteered. don't try propriate arrangements can be made,
to introduce yourself and your reason tor _ to cover them up. Rather. try to explain
In closing, it is important for students to
the circumstances rather than give ex· rialize that this entire process is one that
making application . You can also use the
cuses or blame others. You give a better takes serio45 and thoughtful planning .
cover letter to highlight any special
qualities you may have that make you the impression by being honest and.candid.
Finding a job in today's market is ·no eas_y ·
best person for that particular position . If
• Know
about
the task. but if it is approached with thought
you are not in the very top of your class or firm/agene;y/company to which you are and care. it will be made substantially
do Mt have extensive legal experience . do apply)ng. This will involve some easier. Please feel free at any time to visit
not allow yourself to intimidated by those preliminary research . and the placement the Placement Office for assistance with
facts. tt is true that large firms and office ·will be able to furnish you in · any 9~pect of your employ·ment search
corporations have class rank limitations . formation whiclt 'is ·on file. or will direct

anxiety during those first weeks of ~lass.
In addition, students see the ·faculty in a
more personal light. "
An optional° program for first-year
st11dents has been developed by the U of
M medical school. Students meet with a
faculty leader in a group of no more than
10 students for a minimum period of five
weeks. The.emphasis is on sharing goal? ,
values and personal needs.
· 'We could hardly tell our students to be
humanistic and caring and consider the
whote patient, it we don 't frea\ them the
same way ... said Rosenberg . She said
that most students continue to meet in the
groups for the full ·15-week period and
that those ·friendships usually last
throughout the four years spent in medical
school.
Stress in Relationships
Treatment servtces · at Hamm Clinic
include co1.1ple and fa.mily therapy', as well
as group and individual. Because of the
hours spent in class, studying, and
employment, a married student ?nay have
littte time left for a spouse.
" Problems rriay not. be discussed and
often are not resolved. · said Wah Iberg
"The spouse -may feel neglected ;rnd
resentful. It is important that he be fairly
independent if a good relationship is to be
maintained .· The clinic wil_
l try to help the
spouse develop new outlets, while also
finding a solution that aHows couples to
spend more time together.

That goal is the same at the U of M
medical school. There counseling is
available at no cost to partners, both
homosex_
ual and heterosexual, as well as
to the student. · 'We have even had occasion to help briaes and future mothers•

in-law to plan wedding arrarigelTlents, ..
said Rosenberg .
.
·
Even after a divQrce. the spouse is free
to make use of the counseling services.
Medical graduates frequently return ·to the
therapist for help as well.

Cost
Treatment cost will vary from place to
place. At the Center for Behavior Therapy,
the cost will depend in large pari on the
education of the therapist. A psychologist

with a Ph .D. will charge more thari-one
without a doctorate .
By virtue of ~nrollment, students are,
eligible for services ottered by Hamm
Clinic . Costs are on a sliding scale according to the---st_
udent's ability to pay.
Wahlberg emphasized that " we never
turn anyone away tor inabiijty to pay. ·'
- .Goldberg said that the administration at
William Mitchell is not opposed to
establishing direct counseling to students
and that the possibility would be explored
if students felt that there was a need .
" However. we do .not have unlimited
resources ," said Goldberg, "and we
must make the best use of our tuition
dollars. "
Three years ago Hamm Clinic did send a
counselor to the William Mitchell campus
one day each week . Since no greater
number of students made use QI the
counselirig service then, the program was
discontinued .
"We want our education here to run as.
humanely as possible , bu_t we·have to look
at cost, .. · said Goldberg . He assures
students that "his office is open to any
student who seeks a friendly ear and
wants to discuss a problem .'·
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Burton recounts 1976 school move
Bruce Burton ser'fed as dean of
William Mitchell College of Law
from the summer of 1975 until July,
1980. Burton taught at William
Mitchell for two years prior to
joining the school's full-time faculty
in 1973. In 1975 he was appointed
acting dean, the appointment
becoming permanent in 1976.
Burton, who is in the midst of a
year's sabbatical, is practicing
locally with the law firm of Dorsey,
Windhorst .. Hannaford, Whitney &
Halladay.
Below are Burton's
recollections of the mo'fing of the
Mitchell Library to the school's
current facility.

When you ask me on a hot summer day,
for my recollection of the most difficult
parts of the move from our old building,
across Summit Ave. from the College of
St. Thomas, to the present campus, I
recall most vividly the hot July weekend in
1976 when several dozen student
volunteers, a handful of faculty members,
and some spouses or friends moved the

bulk of the library . We had to get the
books olit so the old shelves could be
transported on schedule, we didn't have
money for all new shelves at the time
The preliminaries to this ghastly undertaking stretched back into the 1975-76
school year during which the new campus
(formerly Our Lady of Peace Catholic girl's
high school) was purchased, redesigned
and renovated. Some time along the way,
West Publishing Co. indicated its
willingness to upgrade our collection (then
about-63,000 volumes) and also gave us
1,000 of those long narrow book cartons,
shaped like small caskets, for transport
purposes.
Professor Florin and her very tiny
library staff spent weeks beforehand
marking the old and new shelves, boxing
books ane in general mapping the battle
plan for the move. Al Shapiro, then the
SBA president, had· volunteered student
labor to assist in the move in a fashion
similar to what had been done at the
University of Indiana Law School and
elsewhere.

Al Twisselman . a third-year student
who used to help sui;iervise class
registrations and other chores. figured out
a highly informal bookslide system to get
the filled boxes from the second floor of
the old building to the rental trucks
waiting in the alley. Dean Curt Stine put
together the truck and dolly systems and
generally "ramrodded" ~ the operation
Law spouses and others helped set up
beer, ice water and soda at each end of
the route, and th is preserved many of us.
The mercury was already in the aos
about 7 a.m. , Saturday morning when we
got underway, and held to 99 degrees
most of the afternoon and evening . Nearly
the entire law review staff turned out, plus
many other student volunteers, but the
heat and a few mishaps reduced our
numbers.
'
Professor Mike Steenson began the day
by slinging those 100-pound book boxes
out at about three per minute--and kept up
the pace. About six hours later he was
knocked out by the heat.
I believe that Twisselman strained an

:'.l: .

J}ortbhlt~t
JNritf f rinting <!ompanp

Bruce Burton

Grasmoen and others had to extricate her .
One group once got trapped in the elevator
with a full dolly And on it went, stumbling , sweltering, bumping, 'Cursing'

Laurel and Hardy would have been proud
of us
Through it all , however, everyone kept
doggedly at the task until we finished
about 11 that night. Later. we calculated
that we'd moved about 35,000 hard
volumes; the balance with a "mop up"
operation the next week Bruises healed,
the weather cooled. books got res helved ,
some sanity returned to the administrtion
and. eventually. Ginny Burton recovered
the sense of touch in the fingers of her
right hand.
·
I recall working summers on a railroad
dock 25 years ago , loading bags of frozen
corn and peas . That was casual. light
exercise contrasted to what 50 or 60 of us
went through moving the Mitchell library
collection that July weekend in 1976
These volunteer efforts saved the
college thousands of dollars at a critical
moment in its history . However, there was
another far more significant feature in
terms of the college's future status Not
by chance, ·the sheer fact of this effort by
students and faculty became well known
among potential community donors. and
this led to increased financial support to
help pay the costs of the new campus

New administration
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gives college new interior
l_
t
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already bad back Several of us got our
toes caught under the dolly wheels. with
the .expected results My wife got her arm
stuck in the top steel brace of a seven-foot
bookshelf and I beli~ve it was Cheryl

By Peter Dahlen
The new administration is giving the
building a new interior Before long. every
trace of Catholicism and grade school will
disappear.
The changes inside are dramatic and
sensible .
Take the front office . That door leading
to the dean's office and academic records
now opens from outside the hall. No more
reaching around through the office
window, because instead of secretarial
desks the administration will p,ut in lounge
sofas and chairs for a reception area.
Waiting for the dean in comfort is a part
of the administration 's open-door policy.
Simply call for an appointment or take
your chances finding a dean in, which
means usually until 6:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
At the other end of the hall on first floor,
room 105 is the word-processing center.
What used to be the WM book store is the
home for Xeroxing and collating and the
famous word processors .
The word about the processors is that
the college is gradually junking the
typewriters and using the processor--a
computerized typist that takes a copy and
allows the author to make changes in any
number of drafts, but stores in memory
those portions of the draft that don 't need
to be changed.
The saving is in the speed and memory-no more retyping of an entire page
because of one mistake. The word
processor processes words and thus can
change, add, delete and move sentences
and paragraphs without disturbing the
format of the paper. The administration
and fac~lty are using the processors now,
and in time the law review will enter the
computer printing age
Another noteworthy change is that Bob
Duffy ·s office is next door to Peggy
Riehms ' in the placement and career-

I
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planning office The college accountant
who looks for payments on the 15th is
nearby in room t 09
To find space for four additional fulltime faculty members. the offices on 3rd
floor have been remOdeled
When you have a corilerence with a
professor now, chances are the office will
reflect the personality of the prof rather
than of the building 1 The only mystery is
the grouping of offices in threes. Make
sure you find the front door that leads to
the right set of three offices
Room 302 on the west .side of the
building is the new office for the Law
Student Division. client counseling , moot
court and the Women 's Law Caucus· .
Soon , these organizations will be getting
new furniture
Other changes .were .. made in the
building, but only the. heavy-ladened and
f2-hours-a -day student can appreciate
the reforms
• Air conditioning the whole building is on
the list of improvements for the future, as
money becomes available. The last thing
the administration will do is interfere with
students studying , Dean Goldberg says
Study carrels have been-added to some
rooms. and the Law Review office has
been expanded
Goldberg is the associate dean for
academic affairs He is in charge of
curriculum and scheduling and is involved
in hiring of adjunct faculty . Dean Oliphant
is associate dean of administration and
external affairs and is responsible for daily
administration and the non-academic
departments. such as development and
alumni Both deans report to the dean of
the college , Geoffrey Peters .
The three deans have a feel. for working
together. says Goldberg . who described
the administration as " eager. energetic
and a lot to learn ··

.
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The Genesis of William Mitchell
After
more
than
three
generations of actilfe serlfice,
Andrew N. Johnson, 92, has retired
from William Mitchell Co1J.ege of
Law. His letter of resignation was
accepted at the annual meeting of
the William Mitchell College of Law
Corporation by Charlton Dietz,
newly elected President of the
Board of Trustees, and Vice
President and General Counsel for
3M Corporation. At the meeting
Johnson was elected to the status
of trustee emeritus.
Johnson, who started practicing
law in Minneapolis in 1915, first
became associated with
the
colleges that halfe become William
Mitchell College of Law in 1917,
when he lectured on contracts at
the Northwestern College of Law.
During his career, and through the
lfarious mergers and acquisitions
that led to the creation of William
Mitchell College , of Law, Johnson

· serifed as a law professor, college
president, dean, and p;esident of
the board of trustees.
Johnson was instrumental in the
acquisition of Northwestern and
YMCA Colleges of Law during the
1920's, and the merger of the
Minneapolis and the Minnesota
Colleges of Law in the 1940's. He
was chairman, in 1956, of the
Committee that drafted the final
merger of the MinneapolisMinnesota and St. Paul Colleges of
law into one. It was Johnson who
suggested the name " William
Mitchell," after one of Minnesota's
pre-eminent jurists, as the name for
the new institution.
Printed below are excerpts from
Johnson's farewell address, in
which he recalled with pride how he
had seen the college grow from a
class of four, holding sessions in
borrowed office space, to its
present 1,000 students and six acre
ca mpus on Summit Avenue.

Andrew N. Johnson with Charlton H. Dietz (left), ·p resident of board of trustees, and
Ronald E. Hachey (right}, Director of Alumni A flairs.

organized an entirely new corporation as
the William Mitchell College of Law.
"All of our meetings and everything
that we did would be done under the name
of William Mitchell College of Law . I asked
up once in awhile. There was one man in
that we might name the school the first
that class who was hardly recognizable in
night that we met because otherwise we
the clothes that he wore. He just didFl 't
might get into trouble, and ii we did we
have any money . He did graduate and took
mignr ~ ~ go nomµ1u1J o1U~ the
H1e ~r out failed. He ranee again the
wnola-tliinq_Wb~ dfifl ftave fn rnin.!1? To
second time. H&-faileo agaiij lfielhlrd flfile
and that was; as.,_rar_as y:eu could JlO - Ill.CM! :e_ye!'i!!J~blfr·away from the
wi1nouufp_ecial perm1ss,on. I went I'll tne .QQlilitar or the .9BQ9rapl1ic- situation SQ far
supreme"Cowt. ral1<00 ,t aver w~n !hem - as.a law school was concerned. l'here was'
ITTLIG~aleusy tllat I had hear-0 between
and they agreeafcHetli1m liave1he fsurtb
the iwcr. cities. and I !ell 1hat this. was
wminatien. He- 1alled lheJoUf\11 lime.
Thar 1asa lillle differen,13rontern.hul I dfd
al:iscll\J~ neces.5!11Y In order lo'r it to be.
permanent 11 was Bill Rumblewho made aQO,O,)(g.[arrti sit oown wtth the, members of
mouon that all of our meellngs !Tom hiire
the Supreme CGIJrt and asked if they
woul<! ~ tte!d umrer lhe nanie ol wrmarn
wourd,A"l_give Cy ~l'S,_(JTJ,!)ne wore eti,l~Ge.
.,Jhey chd and h(.passed · . , L!:tinli~- Milcflelr e,ge (If bavt. To thal.extant' I
....-~
~Qme ~nsidera61e tfrne ago
..a:-r.1,~.
. iarsc • -· !,I $
w
,,fe~T .

We got Ellerbe Company to come in and
-bid . We discovered we needed so many
thousands of dollars · we didn 't have the
money But we were still running a law
school . Jack, that was the first time that I
, got acquainted with you . You sort of
appeared on the hor_
izon one evening, You
were general coun sel tor a savings and
~oatl a~ociai,on. anl1 sMwetl up wiih Ifie
·money ll was Just a matter 61 borrowing
1l, fttal was alt. rve been qrateful lo you
-ever since a& yell tool< .a tremenooos

whole affair that we are in here now came
into being . The work of most of the people
I see sitting before me was done on that
particular project Finally in August.
1975, or 1976, everything was moved
over from the old building that we were in
and has been operating here since. I think
that we can pay our due respect to the
present dean who is now leaving us . I
think . Bruce , that you have done a very
splendid job as dean of this law.school.
" It came to my thoughts that maybe I
had reached that point, and that it was
now You just add that up from 1917 up to
the present time and it comes out to 63
years that I spent working for these people
who wanted a legal. education and were
not able to go to a day school. I hope that
we can all keep that kind of a school
available , because there are a lot of people
who need that and they have an ambition
to have it. They have to have to have the
opportunity also and that's what they have
now at the present time
. " I feel rewarded· in the fact that I
helped keep that kind of a situation . There
were a good many devoted people that
gave their time. but I just want you to
know that during that entire period I put in
my time. I acted sometimes as dean.
sometimes president or whatever was
necessary and sometimes both. When I
did I came to the conclusion there wasn 't
much difference between the two . I did
that all those years without any pay . I was
never on any payroll. The only thing that I
ever got was that $5 .00 a lecture. and I
always lectured in some course -Or
another, but primarily in Contracts . Five
dollars . !Qr each night, but that was for
thirty -five years I
'' Now it comes to an end I said in my
short letter to President Hachey'- it was a
little difficult for me to write that letter Jha1 I felt a feeling of accomplishment
re you do things like that for others
:and I came to the conclusion that I must
bnng that now to an end I wrote this letter
•· retirement and I'm very happy about it.
-· 1 thank you very much for your patience
and for listening for these few minutes. I
.am willing to help whenever t can for the
rest of the years that I am here, and I'm
not very concerned about that I'm not
especially interested or concerned how
long that is . I have an objective up to 100
and you know you always have to have an
objective in life in order to make good. So
no>" I thank you very much for being here .
I've appreciated it very much . I shall
always be very interested. It's one of the
accomplishments of my life, and I Will say
good-night to all of you and God bles&
you ."

" It did occur to me that some of you
might be interested in hearing a little bit
about just where William Mitchell College
of Law came from. Where did it start .
W.here was tbe first evening law sch®,(
and when did ttlat -stul
"If all came into befog. ·01 course as a
result of what happened at the Umver~1ty
of Minnesota. Dean Pattee Who was ln
Q.Uf.Qen QJf my slmtlltfers tha1 li,ne-lieeause
charge tfrere belffwed tri evening law
I tiad-1aken on all the-responsibtl11.) for the
setiools. They bad 01re at !he um·veislry oJc
Jaw school
'·From then -Dll 11
Jl!Si a matter of
Mlnnesola. so ltrElre was no 11ee_cl Tor a~
linauy getting i n touch with SL Thomas.
evef!Tllg !aw school outside. TlfaLmade ,r
very easy so far as the people m MlnAt "1al time,<! man. kiiQ_Wn as 1',1op~1gnor
Sh~~non was th,!! presiciel!I ill St Tj]Q · as...
neapolls were co11cen1ed f9r a short perlod
Soo:1.ettrnes 1 tu&t nave . t . top_ aDf1
of tmie because all they Ji-ad ro ao was go
across the river and get to the Universi
w
But SI. Paul needed an evening.law-sc
because there wasn 't lf@§P()rt'
Gou e
· ~ r
~ as,- proo
u
There wasn 't any way for. them f([gce:L rom
4Il{!-Gflaran :Comjial'l 1 ·
~
~1 ·
! ~nmt uii'dei · ai er
St. Pau I to the University. So MJnllea®lls
.. ~ , .. :ft)~~:~ J ' ,1 %pinanY:--:" ·j;<W :: _ . n~w -~ofper ~n~. -..c.;_m;_~~-J.l-~ -..~~~1' lo. -~ ='
was highly favored for a short period o fnte~rng JhiQ:QS tb~ hapge.ried bat
lfi1ng tflat-~e:J(ad ID do wasio tum .mrer all
1$-lfrial s, ualioR:£ame:wlie.1'We:.flal1.10
time . Then all of a sudden !hat changed 1hose.~ :-- • - -.._'"
•
thepr~perty in 11Je other two corf}Oratiiins, · move be ~ w.e goL -tGO:maiw stuilerits.
over Dean Vance came along and he was
"'The Minnesota College oH.aw was ~ Mlqll,!!?1>4!~fs-¥!"nneso~ CollegeoLJ13w We to0la11' fb11il!I on: Ure oolldirig we had
an Easterner and Eastern colleges and law
organized for profit. I was witb !he arrd lh.e St. Faul Cbfle:ge of l.aw 10 Willtaro
truiJI - e11hef\ up .o} 'io lhe -sid-e : We had to
schools didn·t believe in evening law
Minneapolis College of Law after North· t,,fitcheU Col!~e law and then .simply· fla.some1hing about it because we were
schools. so !he University gave it up It
western closed . That is where I met Ted put them out of e)(lsteni:e. Thal.is h.ow this
operating by using all of our space and a
went out of existence entirely.
Knudson . He had graduated from there in
College came into being and how it has
very great portion of space across the road
" So that is where it started. When that
1932. Finally there was a change. Judge
been operating ever since .
at the St. Thomas College . It got to be a
happened (it was about 1913) there was
Bardwell and Judge Baldwin wanted to
When we got everything set up and so very serious situation
only one college of law incorporated in
step aside. They were respectively
on. we got to a certain point and we met
"Then came along someone whci knew
Minneapolis. That was Northwestern
president and vice president. That is when
this matter of money again . I am reminded
how to borrow money or hit the public for
College of Law. I came to Minneapolis on
Ted and I began to operate that particular
of that when I see Jack (Burke) back
it. and that is when this- situatjon came
the first day of September. 1915. One of
school. But it wasn ·t very long until we
there. I was still president and they made
into being . The money was not borrowed ,
the earlier attorneys that I got acquainted
discovered that the Minnesota College of
me chairman of the Finance Committee
it was begged . That's the situation and we
with was Mr. George Young who was the
Law had run out of money. The instructors and chairman of the B4ilding Committee . were very fortunate . That's how this
dean of Northwestern College of Law . On
were getting three times as much per
lhe first day of the first week · of Sepnight as we were paying the instructors at
tember: 1917. I gave my first lecture , at
the Minneapolis College of Law. There
his suggestion in Contracts. This is where
was no problem anymore, the students
it all started as far as I am concerned .
just moved over. So the Minneapolis
: 'Briefly. I want to call to your attention
College of Law (the only request we got
some of the steps that were taken : The
was !/lat we include Minnesota in the
problem was that whatever schools were
name) became the Minneapolis-Minnesota
organized were organized for profit, which
College of Law. Now we only had the two
was the wrong thing at that particular
colleges , St. Paul College of Law was here
time. It wasn 't until we got to the point
and Minneapolis-Minnesota College of
where we turned everything over to an
Law was over there .
institution without profit that we began
· 'Then came a very interesting
having success in the evening law
situation . I was president then of the
schools .
. school in Minneapolis . Who should appear
· 'That first school (Northwestern) ·in my office one day but John Hervey who
lasted for only a short period of time. First.
was at that- time the advisor to the
it was closed when World War I came
Committee on Legal Education of the
along . At that time there were four
American Bar. He said, I came to you to
members · two boys and two girls . I want
ask you whether or not you are willing to
you to remember that there were two girls
make application to have your school
back in that particular class . They would
approved by the American Bar. I said no .
lose probably a whole year of classes
He said why , and I said we couldn 't afford
because the school had to close as a result
it. Well ttren he said , · I am going over to
of the war. I invited the four of them over
see the Unive[sity of Minnesota and then I
to my office and there we held school in
am going over to the St. Paul College of
order that they might graduate without
Law . He came back and checked in
waiting for the war to be over. They all
again before he left and said. i th ink you
passed the bar examination and all have
will" hear from someone before long .
been very successful. One of the boys has
Judge Stewart called me and asked if our
been the head of a large corporation in
Board would be willing to discuss the
Minneapolis and the other boy a smaller
question of a possible merger. I said sure.
corporation . One of the girls was sucthat we would be very happy to discuss
cessfu I and married successfully and the
it.
other one is now practicing law. She is
· 'Then that came into being - what has
about ready to retire. I understand in
been referred to as the Merger Committee
California .
We had the first meeting in September,
"A few years later George Young died .
1955. The members of that committee
There were six men in the senior class
were three from St. Paul and three from
Member F.D.I.C.
that year and this was about the month of
Minneapolis . You were one of those
March or first of April - what could we do?
members (Cy Rachie) and I think beside
l 071 Grand Avenue • Phone 292-1071 • St. Paul, Minn.
I took them over and I had to school
ourselves and Ted Knudson , we are the
Highland OFFICE • 697 Cleveland Ave . South • 699-6978
myself on every bit of law !Rat they were
only ones alive I think the two judges,
FIRST GRAND AVENUE STATE BANK
being taugh t as seR4ors . We met every
Pear_spn ·amt· Stewart, · dM Bill ·R~mrne
night and I finaliy was able to pass them
were members from St. Paul. We ./llet ano
all . They got diplomas and they all passed
met often for a matter of ten months I do
the bar examination.
want to call to your attention that we were
" You might be interested in this. I
called a Mer1Jer Committee at all times,
enjoy some of these little things that came
but really ditJn't merge anything We

so

ppose-

pr

was-

Working ·t ogether,
getting things done.

• FirstBank
, -Grand
Member First Bank System
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New rival for classics of jurisprudence
that judicial decisions are often inherently
controversial.
The conception of law usually juxtaposed to the foregoing _is the positivist
theory, generally thought to have been
given its definitive statement and defense
in Hart's The Concept of Law. Dworkin
understands positivism to assert that
persons have legal rights only insofar as ,
enforceable rights have been created
either by specific political decisions or by
explicit social practices.
More particularly, Dworkin describes
positivism as consisting of the following
claims: First, a legal system is a set of
special rules used by a society for the
purpose of directing human behavior by
means of coercive public power. These
rules can be identified by formal criteria
stateable in a "rule of recognition": that
is, by tests having to do not with the
content of the rules, b_ut-With the manner
in which those rules have been adopted .
By means of. its rule of recognition a
society 's legal rules can be distinguished
from those of its rules that are not enforced through the pow'er of the state
(such as social customs and moral rules).·
Second, these valid legal rules exhaust
the system of law in the sense that ii a
particular case is not clearly covered (and
disposed of) by one of the rules (either
because there is no legal rule that is
relevant or because the possibly relevant
rules are vague), then the dispute cannot
be resolved by " applying the law."
Instead, it must be decided by a court
exercising its "discretion: ·: that is, by
reaching beyond the law for an extra-legal
standard as a guide in fashioning a new
legal rule for the occasion .
Third , an ind_ividual has a legal
obligation if and only if his case fails under
some· valid legal rule that requires him to
do, or to abstain from doing something .
Where there is no valid legal rule . there is
no legal obligation Hence, when a court
decides an issue by exercising its
discretion, it is not enforcing any legal
right as to that issue.
Dworkin rejects positivism because he
thinks certain of its implications ae
counter-intuitive . Positivism seems to
entail the proposition that in a "hard
case ·· (i e.. a lawsuit for which no settled
rule is available 10 dispose of the issue),
the court does not discover alreadyexisting legal rights or obligations. but
creates new legal duties Th.at is . in a hard
case there is no pre-existing legal right ; in
disposing of the case the court is forced to
fashion a new rule and apply it to the

TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY. By
Ronald Dworkin. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press. 1978. Pp.
XV,

371. $5.95.

By Prof. Russell Pannier
Ronald

Dworkin ·s Taking Rights.
Seriously is a work of elegance and
sophistication. treating a wide variety of
topics ranging from such epistemological
themes as the concept of legal obligation
and the rationality of adjudication to such
substantive concerns as the appropriate
standards of distributive justice, civil
disobedience, enforcement of morality
th rough law and reverse discrimination.
The book makes a substantial contribution
to contemporary Anglo-American
jurisprudence and is worthy of comparison
with such modern classics as H L.A.
Hart's The Concept of Law, Lon
Fuller's The Morality of Law and John
Rawls· A Theory of Justice.
Dworkin devotes a major portion of the
book to an analysis of the concept of law
a,nd to a characterization of the sense in
which he thinks that the adjudicative
process is rational. In this regard there are
two contrasting conceptions of law that
Dworkin is concerned with refuting and
replacing with his own theory.
On the one hand . there is the theory of
" mechanical jurisprudence... Here a
legal system is understood as a sef of
timeless rules yielding by deductive
inference unique solutions to all conceivable legal questions.
More precisely. the theory defines a
legal system as a set of rules with the
following properties: (i) The number of
rules is finite; (ii) All competent observers,
agree upon the identity and content of the
rules; (iii) The system is internally
consistent in the sense that one cannot
derive any contradictions from the rules;
(iv) the system is complete in the sense
that the rules yield a determinate answer
to any legal question, an answer upon
·which all competent observers will agree,
and (v) The system is applied by means of
a decision procedure that is linitary in the
sense that it always terminates with a
unique solution in a finite number of
steps, and is rational in the sense that all
competent observers agree as to how the
procedure ought to be applied in any
particular instance.
Dworkin summarily rejects the theory of
mechanical jurisprudence, arguing that it
cannot adequately account either for the
presence of evolutionary change in the
content of the common law or for the fact

It works like a master
index relating all the
sets to one another to
make each more
valuable than before

parties·· an act that is. in effect. ex post
facto judicial legislation rather than
enforcement of an existing obligation.
Dworkin argues that this implication
contradicts the inform·ed inlu ilions of
lawyers and that it is properly seen as
morally outrageous by losing parties in
hard cases . (Dworkin invites us to imagine
the angry response of the losing party in
Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors,
Inc., 32 N.J . 358, 161 A.2d 69 (1960). at

being informed that, although the
judgment legally obligates him to pay the
plaintiff dollars, prior to the court's
decision he was under no legal duty of
care at all with respect to the plaintiff's
interest in bodily integrity .)
In short, Dworkin wants to reassure the
ordinary citizen that, even though the
picture of mechanical jurisprudence is a
myth, the positivistic nightmare of afterthe-fact creation of legal rules and
unlimited judicial discretion is illusory as
well.
Dworkin's central argument · against
positivism rests on a distinction between
legal rules and principles . According to
Dw9rkin, courts in hard cases use

book review
standards that do not iunciion as ruies,
but operate differently as principles and
policies . (As an example of a legal
principle . Dworkin cites the proposition:
"No one shall be permitted to take ad vantage of his own wrong ." As an
example of a rule he cites: "A will is
invalid unless signed by three wit·
nesses · ')
Legal rules are distinguishable from
principles in two ways . The first
distinction has to do with the different
ways in which they are applied. A rule
applies in an all-or-nothing lashion. If the
facts conditioning a rule are present. then
either the rule applies (in which case the
solution dictated by the rule must be
accepted), or it does not (in which case
the rule bears no relevance to the
resolution of the case) A rule may have
exceptions , but, ii it does. a correct
statement of the rule must list all of them.
Principles function differently. One can
properly say that our legal system con tains the principle that no one may profit
from his own wrong without having to
deny that the system never permits such
gains. Dworkin argues that we do not treat
such an admission as showing that
principles must be qualified by a listing of
exceptions, but rather that we do not treat
such counter-instances as exceptions at
all. The instances in which the system
refuses to apply any given principle are
not subject to enumeration (as exceptions
to rules are)
A legal principle does not purport to
state conditions that make its application
necessary : rather, it states a reason that
argues in a certain direction It is never
conclusive by itself. In a Hard case there
are always competing principles pullina in
opposite directions One princjple may
prevail over another in orie case, and yield
to the latter in a second.
All that is meant by saying that a
particular principle is contained in the
legal system is that it is a principle that
courts must take into account, ii it is
relevant. as
reason inclining in one
direction or another.
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hand, one can deny that principles are
legally binding and maintain that- in hard
cases courts must reach beyond legal
rules for extra-legal considerations .
Dworkin contends that the first account
is the correct one His primary argument
is that. unless the first interpretation is
true. one cannot describe a court in a hard
case as enforcing pre-existing rights and
duties . That is. only if the principles upon
which a court relies in resolving a hard
case are principles that tb.e legal system
compels the court to consider can the
court be properly said to be enforcing
existing legal rights, and Dworkin wants
above all to be able to say that.
For Dworkin it follows that"courts do not
have discretion in the positivists· sense . II
is mistaken to describe judges in difficult
cases as reaching beyond the standards
imposed by the legal system . Principles
are themselves standards ·embedded in
the system , and judges are obligated lo
take them into account.
Dworkin also argues that there can be
no rule of recognition in the sense
postulated by the positivists. There could
be no master rule for segregating all and
only all those social rules that are
·'legal. ·· It is the presence of principles in
the legal system that -gives rise to the
impossibility of formulating any such
master rule of recognition .
The origin of principles never lies in
decisions of courts or legislatures, but
rather in a "sense of appropriateness ..
which develops in the profession and the
public over time. Further. one could never
list all the principles contained in a
complex legal system: they are literally
countless Even their identity is controversial: it is inevitable that reasonable
judges and lawyers will differ as to
whether any particular principle is a legal
principle at all.
·
Dworkin thinks that rejection of the
positivist conception of judicial discretion
and the theory of a rule of recognition
entails a rejection of the positivist theory
of legal obligation. The latter holds that a
legal duty exists if and only if an
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A second difference has to do with the
dimension of weight; principles have
·weight - rules do not. When two principles
conflict a court must resolve the conflict
by measuring the relative weight or
importance of each. It always makes
sense to ask what weight a given principle
carries in a particular legal context.
On the other hand, it does not make
sense, according to Dworkin, to ask what
weight or importance .i-legal rule bears . if
two ·RIies .:onfliCt, one must be invalid.
And· the decision as to which is valid must
be made on grounds transcending the
rules themselves.
Dworkin maintains that in the resolution
of hard case courts necessarily rely upan
principles. That is, courts in difficult
cases must depend upon one or more
principles as reasons whose weight (in
that context) incline in one direction rather
than another.
Dworkin contrasts two ways of understanding the role of principles. On one
hand, one can describe them as binding
upon courts in the sense that they must at
least be taken into account by courts in
the resolutio~ of hard cases. On the other

,
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established rule of law imposes such a
duty. (Hence, in a hard case there is no
legal duty until the court creates a new
rule, applying it to the parties ex post
facto.)

Dworkin claims that once one abandons
the positivist doctrine of judicial d.iscretion
one will see that legal duties are imposed
by constellations of principles as well as
by established rules. A legal obligation
exists when the binding legal principles
supporting the obligation are weightier
than the principles arguing against it.
Dworkin is quick to observe that there
will rarely be a consensus as to how any
particular difficult case ought to be
resolved . For one thing, there is always
room for reasonable debate as to the
relevant principle is a legal principle at all .
In addition, even if there is unanimity over
a set of relevant legal principles, there will
never be agreement over the weights to be
assigned to each in any particular legal
context.
Perhaps the primary reason for the
impossibility of a consensus over the
resolution of difficult legal issues is that
the principles relied upon by the decisionmaker are always part of that individual's
set of personal moral and political beliefs .
Under Dworkin's theory , one cannot
distinguish legal from moral and political
principles The latt.er are always involved
in the resolution of hard cases . A court in
such a case will invariably propose as
relevant legal principles considerations
that are part of the court's personal moral
and political convictions . Naturally this
means that disagreement over the proper
resolution of hard cases is certain.
In summary , even in a difficult case for
whiclithere exists no settled legal rule.
one of the parties nevertheless always has
a pre-existing right to prevail . There is a
uniquely correct answer to every legal
question The judge in such a case does
not invent or create new rights: he enforces rights that already exist and which
he "discovers "
Yet Dworkin does not · claim that any
mechanical decision-procedure exists for
identifying rights in hard cases Com petent observers will always differ over
the identity of the relevant legal principles
and over the weights to be assigned those
principles
What does all !his come to with respect
to Dworkin ·s basic objective of convincing
us that. even though judicial decisions in
hard cases are inherently problematic. the
rights enforced in such, cases pre-exist
those cases and are dictated by uniquely
correct answers to the legal issued posed?
Is Dworkin ·s appeal to principles sufficient to resolve any doubt or anxiety we
might have as to the .scope of judicial
discretion or the rationality of the ad·
judicative process?
It is arguable that the theory fails in this
respect. How much comfort is there in
being told that a uniquely correct answer
exists for every legal question and that the
rights enforced in hard cases pre-exist
those cases , when one is also informed
that such adjudication is inherently
controversial and that competent ob servers will never agree even as to the
direction in which one should properly
look for a solution? That is. if . one is
concerned about the inde!erminacy of
adjudicative results, one is unlikely to be
calmed by an · appeal to principles conceded as: (i) being the moral and political
principles of the decision-maker: (ii) being
controversial in the case that even their
identity is disputed, and (iii) carrying a
dimension of weight that varies from
decision-maker to decision-maker
Perhaps the major reason for this failure
lo convince is the fact that persons
worried about the scope of judicial
discretion are likely to believe that the
ideal of adjudicative rationality must
involve a consensus of competent observers. That is. the skeptic is likely to
believe that, to the extent the adjudicative
process fails lo yield an informed consensus as to the set of relevant legal rules
and principles what counts as a valid legal
demonstration and the correct solution for
any legal question. the process is
irrational
I agree with Dworkin that an lden,
tificalion between the concept of ad judicative rationality and that of public
verifiability and consensus is mis la ken .
Such an identification is probably one of
the lingering historical · ettects of the
logical positivist movement in science and
philosophy that dominated the early part
of the 20th· century and the result of an
inappropriate assimilation of legal
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1908-co-e.d softball champs
come from behind for title
By Tim Shields
A team composed mainly of third· and
tourth·year students managed to outlast
the rest of the fie ld and came away with
the 1980 softt>all championship . Too Bad
For You- went into the playoffs with a
losing six·and·eight record . but came
away with the title beating The Hot Dagos
5 to 2 in the final game.
Twenty·eight teams participated in the
. co·ed softball league this summer Playing
Friday and Sunday nights at the three
different locations , most teams played 14
games before heading into the siog le
elimination tomnament.
Last year's championship team.
Mansco·s Team . was eliminated in the
semifinal round by Too Bad For You . The
other teams that progr13ssed past the
quarterfinal round were: Hearsay , Staff,
Harry's • Pirates. Scheister's Summit
Sluggers , Banny and the Jets, Without
Redeeming Value, Sliders, Hot Dagos and
Lure ' Em . Cheat 'Em and Run.
Fortunately , the season had few in·
cidents of lost tempers and brawling.
Sadly though, there were those who
seemed to fee1 that the 1980 Summer
Olympic Games were not in Moscow , but
in St. Paul.
On the lighter side , the Student Bar
Association appropriated $250 (of some
$560 coltected) for new equipment. The
league commissioner was able to pur·
chase new aluminum bats and balls.
which were badly needee . Next year.
perhaps bats, balls and bases can be
added to the equipment list
Any article on the league would not be
complete without mention (honorable?) of
those· teams that tried, but, alas, failed to
win . From such as the No Names who.
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reasoning to the model of mathematical
inquiry. A strong argument can be made
against tying the notion of religious.
' philosophical and moral truth to the
availability of public techniques of
verification or to the requirement of a
public consensus. and legal reasoning
seems to bear a much closer relation to
these k_i!lds of re_asoning than it bears to
the deductive reasoning of the
mathematician .• •
But I differ with Dworkin--with respect to
his claim to have refuted the positivist
ttleory of judicial· discretion. Dworkin 's
theory of adjudication concedes so much
to the factors of individual morality,
variable standards and variable
weightings that he appears to have
conceded the positivist theory in
everything but name.
According to Dworkin the positivist
holds that in deciding a hard case a court
is not bound by standards embedded in
the legal system itself. ·But it seems that,
in the sense in which positivists such as
Hart have been concerned to defend that
proposition. Oworkin 's theory falls within
the positivist rubric itself.
Perhaps the wiser course would be to
argue that, although the idea of there
being uniquely right answers to difficult·
legal questions is- illusory. there is a sense
in which one properly distinguishes
between good and bad legal reasoning .
One could support this suggestion by
articulating siandards of legal rationality
that with respect to any particular legal
. issue . would enable one to identify a class
of - acceptable solutions. What these
standards would be is unclear. but at least
it· seems likely that they would partake
much mdte of the traditional forms of
· inductive r~soning (such as inference by
analogy and me~ns-end analysis) than of
the model of deductive inference.
·Perhaps part of the reason · for
Dworkin ·s fascination with the concept of
unique solutions to difficult legal
questions is a conviction that legal
reasoning is essentially a form of
deductive (and hence coercive) reasoning . ,
I think thatbelief mistaken .
Of course, there has been space here
for only a very abbreviated treatment of
only one of Dworkin's many themes . The
book is subtle and complex; its claims are
always interesting . Certainly it ought to be
read by anyone concerned with
jurisprudential issues .
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played to have fun and managed a 4·9·1
record . A salute to : Court Jesters,
Learned Hands, Assumpsit Generals,
Summertime Blues , Who Cares. Ball
Movement, Bamboes, Chases in Action,
JLO , C9mo Bombers and all the rest for a
job well done.
From the Commissioner1 . . .
The 1980 softball season is now
complete: and I feel that I would be
avoiding my responsibility - as league
commissioner if I didn 't make some public
comments on this season and some
recommendations for years to come .
Although
there
was
some
disorganization of the league from the
start, I thought th_
e regular season
progressed quite well. There were only
one or two forfeits, and most male
chauvinists seemed to be letting the
women players make tbe.ir own errors just
like the men . There were . of cours_e. those
players who played iri the league to win,
and usually at all costs . To those who
yelled and fought. I want to say thank you

for showing the rest of us what is really
important in life .
Following these thoughts are my
recommendations , which I hope -the SBA
will seriously consider. But even 11 nothfng
else IS aone. I urge that the playoffs be
.il Frninatetf. ·rhe season can be extended
lv{o weeks. and everyone will get a chance
to play more games: The pressure of
deciding who's numbe·r one seems to turn
a _group of usually friendly (but competitive) law students into an angry mob.
If we need to beat each other, we can do it
in the courtroom, not on the softball
diamonds
Further Reccimmendations : Limit the
number of teams; check out equipment to
each team captain before the season
begins; schedule the entire leagmi before,
the season starts; spend more money on
equipment; lower the particlpatron · ree_;
arrange for the fields early in the year;
extend the season and eliminate the playoffs.

Members of TOO BAD FOR YOU c~ntemplate another victory.

Wby are so many ·
Minnesota students
choosing BRC?
BR.C Minnesota -enrollments th is year have reached record proportions, mirroring BRC' s nationwi.de ·success. Students
all over the
country are realizing
'
.
that BRC and only BRC provides:
AUTHORITATIVE LAW SUMMARIES -Written with the same clarity
and precision that have made our Sum & Substance series the most effec
tive law school study aids available, BRC's law summaries are authored by,
and clearly attr:_ibuted to, well-known law professors (BR l's materials are
all "staff prepared" with authorship not acknowledged).
0

COMf>LETE MULTISTATE PREPARATION....: BRC is the only course
to provide a sophisticated Multistate Technique Clinic to refine examsmanship skills, a three day intensive Multistate review just prior to the
Exam, and Multistate law summaries written-on the assumption that the
student.may have to learn the law from the materials·alone. (BRC's
Multistate summaries are nearly twice as extensive as BRJ's.)

PROGRAMMED LEARNING SYSTEM (PLS) - BRC's innovative program

of preparation provides continuous monitoring and direction of study with
feedback related to a meaningful norm. The following sophisticatei:l study
regimen is a fe! ture u~ique to BRC :

\

e

Diagnostic Probe Tests - compare pre-course knowledge to a norm;
this allows you to isolate weaknesses and to take easily corrective
action prior to the st~rt of study.

e

Reinforcement & Review Tests - provide ongoing, delayed feedback
which monitors your rate of improvement by comparing your progress.to a norm, and directs you to the precise page and line in the
main summaries where more study is necessary.

e

Practice Multiple Choice and Essay Exams - completely graded

(essays critiqued by BR C's staff of attorney-graders); and inc;luded
along with Model Answers for furtner development of examsmanship skills.

Josephson Bar Review Center of America, Inc./ 1821 University Avenue, Suite S243C, St. Paul, MN 55104
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NATIONAL
INSTITUTE FOR T-RIAL ADVOCACY'
.
.

COMPLETE EVIDENCE
AUDIO TAPE PACKAGE

NITA has available a complete twelve hour series <1f evidence lectures which are a must for every serious trial advocate. The cassette audiotapes can be played in your home,
office or car. The fourteen tape, approximate twelve hour
p ac kag es c omes c om p lete with a 191 pa,ge manu ar that outlines and suppleme nts eac h tap e prese n tati o n. T he entire
pac ka~ge is sh ipped in an attractive ca rryin g case and can be
erde.red f o r $100 plus shippin g and hand ling . The ser ies was
produced by NITA at the lnstitute's National session and the
lectures were delivered by _Professor Irving Younger of Cornell University Law School.

p------------------------1 Nam~ ·

I

I Address

I

: City - . State
Zip
Phone No.
:
Please send me
copies of the following mark~d tapes . I
1 (Indicate individual quantities if ordering more than one tape I
1 format and ~pecific tape desi~ed1n ord~r_ing individ,ual tapes.). I
1T Please specify method of sh1pm_ent desired .
I

I
I
I
:

I
I
·:
I

1
I

I

1
1I
1
I

AUDIO TAPES

$100 (entire package)
$10 (individual package)

I
I

1
:

I
I

VIDEO TAPES
$910 (1h'' reeHo-reel).
$90 (videocassette):
$1170 (o/4" videocassette) Half-Hour Video
I
One-Hour Video
$3? (reel-to-reel) I
$70 ( reel-to-reer)
$45 (vi'deocassette) I
Send order to:
National Institute. for Trial Advocacy
. 40 North Milton
St. Paul, Minnesota 55104

(612) 292-9333 -

I

I

J

I

I
I

·-------------------------~

Part Series Title
I
"Introduction to
Evidence''
II
''Basic Concepts of
Evidence''
III
"Failure of Recollection,
Best Evidence Rule,
Perception, Introduction
to Expert Witnesses''
IV
''Expert Witnesses,
Gross Examination
& Impeachment I"
V
''Cross Examination &
Impeachment II,
Rehabilitation I"
VI
"Rehabilitation II,
Character as a Defense"
VII "ova
l l ~- rs ay I"
'

VIII "Hearsay II"
IX

X
XI

"Hearsay III"
"Hearsay IV''.

"Burdens of Proof
and Presumptions''
XII "Hearsay and the
Right to
Confrontation I''
XIII "Hearsay and the
Right to
Confrnntation IIH ·
XN "TheTen
Commandments of
Cross-Examination•'

Number and Time
NITA TAPE E-1
(57 min~)
NITA TAPE E-2
(51 min.)
NITA TAPE E-3
(52min.J

NIT AT APE E-4
(59min.J
NITATAPE E,.5
(59min.)
NITATAPE E-6
(27 min.)

NITATAPE E-7
(24min.)
NITA TAPE E-8
(59min.)
NI'fA TAPE E-9

(60min.)
NITA TAPEE-10
(58 min.)
NITA TAPEE-11
(~min.)
NITA TAPEE-12
(60min.)

NITA TAPEE-13
(59min.)

-.

(60min.)

